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Abstract

Diffusion-based text-to-image generation models like
GLIDE and DALLE-2 have gained wide success recently for
their superior performance in turning complex text inputs
into images of high quality and wide diversity. In particu-
lar, they are proven to be very powerful in creating graphic
arts of various formats and styles. Although current models
supported specifying style formats like oil painting or pencil
drawing, fine-grained style features like color distributions
and brush strokes are hard to specify as they are randomly
picked from a conditional distribution based on the given
text input. Here we propose a novel style guidance method
to support generating images using arbitrary style guided
by a reference image. The generation method does not re-
quire a separate style transfer model to generate desired
styles while maintaining image quality in generated content
as controlled by the text input. Additionally, the guidance
method can be applied without a style reference, denoted
as self style guidance, to generate images of more diverse
styles. Comprehensive experiments prove that the proposed
method remains robust and effective in a wide range of con-
ditions, including diverse graphic art forms, image content
types and diffusion models.

1. Introduction
Various types of deep generative models have been de-

veloped in recent years for various applications in con-
tent generation and artistic creations. Among them, mod-
els based on Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [14]
have been the most successful ones for their ability to cre-
ate high quality contents with fast sampling speed [7, 54,
22, 21]. However, they have their own limitations in di-
versity and training stability. Recently, denoising diffu-
sion models [49, 16, 50] have gained popularity increas-
ingly for their advantages in generating images with high
qualities in both fidelity and diversity. In addition to im-
age generation, diffusion models have also shown suc-
cessful applications in other data modalities like 3D point

Figure 1: Comparison of three sampling methods (four
samples each) using a prompt of ”an oil painting of a
husky”: 1) Unguided generation produces similar styles; 2)
Style guided generation using van Gogh’s The Starry Night;
3) Self style guidance shows samples of diverse styles1.

clouds [32], audio [23] and video [18]. For the most pop-
ular image generation task, it has been utilized in a broad
range of applications, including image-to-image transla-
tion [45, 1], image super-resolution [47, 56], image edit-
ing [33] and image inpainting [31, 44]. It has also em-
powered the breakthrough developments in diffusion-based
text-to-image models [43, 34, 40, 46] which are able to
create realistic images according to given text descriptions,
even long and complex ones.

A main type of content generated by these models is
graphic artworks with contents match with the correspond-
ing text inputs. While detailed content descriptions can be
readily supported by large language and multimodal mod-
els, the text descriptions for artistic styles are currently
limited to terms like art forms (oil painting, pencil draw-
ing), artists (van Gogh, Picasso) or simple subjective words

1All examples are sampled from OpenAI’s filterd GLIDE model:
https://github.com/openai/glide-text2im
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(bright, colorful). Detailed descriptions like color distri-
bution or brush stroke characteristic are not supported yet.
Moreover, for models trained on large amount of uncurated
text-image pairs, the probability distribution of styles for
any text input is biased towards certain subset reflecting the
corresponding bias in training data. For example, the gener-
ated results in the first row of Fig. 1 concentrate on a color
distribution of black and white, a bias associated with the
key word husky. One main goal of our work is to alleviate
these limitations in style specification and diversity using
style-guided generation at inference time without the need
to retrain the text-to-image diffusion model.

More technically, diffusion models are powerful in gen-
erating realistic and diverse images using an iterative pro-
cess: given a noisy input xt, estimating and sampling a less
noisy output of xt−1 according to the distributions below:

xt−1 ∼ N (µ,Σ)

µ,Σ = µθ(xt, t),Σθ(xt, t)
(1)

where µθ and Σθ are trained diffusion models that predict
the mean and variance of xt−1. Starting from a random
noise xT , when the denoising step is iterated T times, the
generated images is denoted as x0. While this repetitive
process is time consuming, it allows effective fusion of aux-
iliary information y to steer the sampling process towards a
more desired outcome using continuous guidance like

xt−1 ∼ N (µ+ g(xt|y),Σ) (2)

where g(xt|y) is the guidance function. In the example of
classifier guided method [5], the sampling process is guided
using the gradient of a classifier which improves the condi-
tional generation of images from a specific class y.

Here we propose the first known method to use a style
reference image y as a guidance for text-to-image genera-
tion. As xt is noisy, the direct guidance from the noise-free
y would be interfered by the noise. For the classifier guid-
ance, it is shown that retraining the classifier on noisy data
can improve the guidance quality effectively. In this work,
we propose to move the guidance from the noisy image xt
to xt0 which is a direct estimate of x0 from xt. It works
effectively without the need of any retraining. As shown in
the second row of Fig. 1, using van Gogh’s The Starry Night
image as a style reference, the proposed style guided gener-
ation is able to generate images of the desired style, accom-
plishing the functions of both image generation and style
transfer in one step. We have also proposed self style guid-
ance methods without using a style reference. As shown at
the bottom row, it produces a much broader range of styles
comparing to the unguided ones at the top.

In summary, we propose an innovative style guided gen-
eration method that can enhance existing text-to-image dif-
fusion models for generation of specific artistic styles or

more diverse randomly created styles. The style guidance
function is optimized to minimize the impact of noisy in-
put and maximize the guidance efficiency. It is shown that
both supervised and self style guidance are effective in gen-
erating images of desired styles while maintaining high rel-
evance of generated images with respect to text inputs. We
have conducted extensive experiments to demonstrate the
effectiveness of style guidance on a broad range of potential
applications, including: 1) generating images of a specific
style; 2) generating samples from a group of text inputs to
create a series of artwork of the same style; 3) generating
from one text input with enhanced style diversity.

2. Related Works

2.1. Denoising Diffusion Models

The latest denoising diffusion models are inspired by
non-equilibrium thermodynamics [49]. They define a
Markov chain of diffusion steps to slowly add random noise
to data so the intractable real data distribution is trans-
formed to a tractable one like Gaussian. Then the models
learn to reverse the diffusion process to construct desired
data samples from randomly sample Gaussian noise. Ho et
al. [16] proposed a denoising diffusion probabilistic model
(DDPM) to interpret the reverse diffusion process as a large
amount of consecutive denoising steps. For each denois-
ing step, the intermediate output is modeled as a Gaussian
distribution conditional on the input and its mean can be es-
timated at inference time after properly trained while using
pre-determined variance schedule. Alternatively, Song et
al. [51, 52] used stochastic differential equations to model
the reverse diffusion process and developed a score-based
generative model to produce samples via Langevin dynam-
ics using estimated gradients of the data distribution. Later
numerous methods [35, 50, 30] have been proposed to use
much fewer denoising steps without significant degradation
in image quality. While repetitive denoising steps lead to
slow sampling time, it enables flexibility to guide the sam-
pling process for improved image generation quality. Dhari-
wal et al. [5] proposed a classifier guidance method to it-
eratively modify the estimated mean according to a gra-
dient calculated from a classifier retrained with noisy im-
ages. Later Ho et al. [17] invented a classifier-free guid-
ance method that trains a conditional model using randomly
masked class labels and treat the difference between con-
ditional and unconditional sampling at inference time as a
proxy classifier. Besides class labels, other auxiliary data
can also be used as inference time guidance too. Choi et
al. [3] proposed to use low-resolution images as a guidance
to modify the generation process to pull the samplers to-
wards the reference image iteratively. Our proposed method
is the first known to us that uses image style related features
as an inference time guidance.
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2.2. Text-to-Image Generation

In recent years, GAN based deep learning models have
been successful used for various generative tasks [7, 54, 22],
including text-to-image generations [42, 58, 57, 38, 53, 9].
More recently, autoregressive (AR) models have also shown
promising results in image generation [37, 2, 8]. For text-to-
image generations, various frameworks, including DALL-
E [41], CogView [6] and M6 [28], have been proposed to
use large transformer structure to model the joint distribu-
tion of text and image tokens. While they have advanced
the quality of text-to-image generation greatly, they are still
limited by the weakness of AR models, including unidi-
rectional bias and accumulated prediction errors. Most re-
cently, diffusion models have shown the capability to push
the limit of unconditional image generation. Consequently,
diffusion-based text-to-image generation has been a red hot
research topic in both the academia and industry.

Radford et al. [39] first introduced CLIP to learn joint
representations between text and images, training an image
encoder and a caption encoder jointly to maximize the dot-
product value between the text-image pair. As CLIP pro-
vides a similarity score between an image and a caption, it
has been used to steer earlier generative models like GANs
to match a user-defined text caption [11, 12]. It was also
applied to unconditional diffusion models [4] as sampling
guidance, showing impressive text-to-image generation ca-
pability. Alternatively, Nichol et al. [34] trained a con-
ditional diffusion model (GLIDE) using text-image pairs
where the text, after embedded using a transformer, was
used as a conditional input. Later, Ramesh et al. [40] pro-
posed to use pretrained CLIP image embedding as input for
the conditional image generation model. For text-to-image
generation, a diffusion prior is also trained to generate an
image embeddings from the input text CLIP embedding.
Most recently, Saharia et al. [46] found that text embed-
dings from large language models pretrained on text-only
corpora can be used as remarkably effective conditions for
text-to-image synthesis.

2.3. Arbitrary Style Transfer

Neural style transfer (NST) refers to a type of methods
that transform a digital image to preserve its content while
adopting the visual style of another image. Gatys et al. [13]
defined the style of an image to be multi-level feature corre-
lations (i.e., Gram matrix) of a trained image classification
neural network and applied style transfer as an iterative op-
timization problem to balances the content similarity and
style affinity. To avoid learning for each new style, more
methods [20, 26, 25, 36, 29] are developed to train one
model that can transfer an image to any arbitrary artistic
style. Huang et al. [20] first proposed to adjust channel-
wise statistics of the content features by adaptive instance
normalization (AdaIN) so that one feature decoder could be

trained to generate style-transferred output using combined
scale-adapted content and style losses. Later Park et al. [36]
adopted attention mechanism to match local features of con-
tent and style images and Liu et al. [29] proposed to take
both shallow and deep features into account for attention
application. Alternatively Li et al. [26] replaced adaptive
normalization with recursively applied whitening and color-
ing transformation (WCT) between the features of the con-
tent and style images, while Li et al. [25] proposed to learn
a linear transformation matrix based on arbitrary pairs of
content and style images. Most recently, new style transfer
methods [24, 10] were proposed to define styles using text
inputs in replace of style reference images. Although these
methods can be applied to text-to-image generation models
after the images are generated, our proposed method is the
first one known to us that can generate images of arbitrary
artistic style in one generation process while maintaining
the matching quality between the text and image pair.

3. Proposed Method
3.1. Diffusion Model Background

Here we adopt the denoising diffusion models intro-
duced by Sohl et al. [49] and later improved and validated
by Ho et al. [16] in the more recent DDPM work. For an im-
age x0 sampled from a distribution q(x0), a Markov chain
of latent variables x1, ..., xT can be produced by diffusing
the sample using progressively added Gaussian noises:

q(xt|xt−1) = N (xt;
√
1− βtxt−1, βtI). (3)

For each reverse denoising step, when the magnitude of the
added noise βt is small enough at each step t, the posterior
q(xt−1|xt) can be sufficiently approximated by a diagonal
Gaussian. Additionally, if the magnitude of the total noise
added throughout the chain, 1 − ᾱT , is large enough, xT
is well approximated by N (0, I). Here ᾱT is defined as∏T

t=1(1 − βt). Based on these approximations, a diffusion
model pθ(xt−1|xt) is designed to match the true posterior:

pθ(xt−1|xt) = N (µθ(xt, t),Σθ(xt, t)). (4)

Starting from a noise xT ∼ N (0, I), the learned posterior
can be used to sample xt, t = T−1, T−2, ... progressively,
resulting in a sampled image x0 ∼ pθ(x0) at the end.

As shown in DDPM, a re-weighted variational lower-
bound (VLB) is used as an effective surrogate objective for
diffusion model optimization. Then a diffusion model ϵθ
can be trained to predict the added noise using synthesized
samples xt ∼ q(xt|x0) where a known Gaussian noise ϵ
is added to x0. This model can then be optimized using a
simple standard mean-squared error (MSE) loss:

Lsimple = Et,x0,ϵ||ϵ− ϵθ(xt, t)||2. (5)
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This is equivalent to the diffusion model which estimates
µθ and Σθ since µθ(xt, t) can be derived as

µθ(xt, t) =
1√

1− βt

(
xt −

βt√
1− ᾱt

ϵθ(xt, t)

)
(6)

while Σθ is set as a constant. It is also equivalent to the pre-
vious denoising score-matching based models [51, 52], with
the score function ∇xt

log p(xt) ∝ ϵθ(xt, t). Later Nichol
et al. [35] presented a strategy for learning Σθ, which en-
ables the model to produce high quality samples with fewer
diffusion steps. This learned Σθ technique is adopted by
OpenAI’s text-to-image model GLIDE [34], the baseline
model used in this work for experiments.

In a follow up work, Dhariwal et al. [5] found that
even for class-conditional diffusion models, randomly gen-
erated samples can be further improved with classifier guid-
ance at inference time. For the diffusion model with
mean µθ(xt, t|y) and variance Σθ(xt, t|y) where y is the
class label, the estimated mean is perturbed by adding
the gradient of the log-probability log pϕ(y|xt) of a target
class y predicted by a classifier. The resulting new per-
turbed mean µ̂θ(xt, t|y) is given by

µ̂θ(xt, t|y) = µθ(xt, t|y) + sΣθ(xt, t|y)∇xt
log pϕ(y|xt) (7)

where coefficient s is called the guidance scale. A larger s
leads to higher sample quality but less diversity.

For image-to-text models like GLIDE, similar guidance
techniques can be applied by replacing the classifier with a
CLIP model. In this case, the estimated mean during the
reverse-process is perturbed by the gradient of the dot prod-
uct of the paired image and text embeddings:

µ̂θ(xt, t|c) = µθ(xt, t|c) + sΣθ(xt, t|c)∇xt
(f(xt) · g(c)) (8)

where c stands for the text input. Although it is shown [4]
that pretrained CLIP models can be used to guide diffusion
models without retuning, it is better to retrain CLIP on noisy
images to obtain the correct gradient in the reverse process.
While our proposed style guidance is inspired by these two
guidance techniques, it is different from them in two major
aspects: there is no need for retraining using noisy images
(Guide 1) and our guidance scale adaptive (Guide 2).

3.2. Supervised Style Guidance

The motivation of style guided diffusion is to generate
images with desired styles. Following the examples of clas-
sifier and CLIP guidance, we can design a simple style guid-
ance method as

µ̂θ(xt, t) = µθ(xt, t)− s · Σθ(xt, t)∇xt
|f(xt)− f(y)| (9)

where f is the style feature function and y is the style refer-
ence image. The style distance needs to be subtracted as the

guidance because the aim is to minimize style differences,
as opposed to adding classifier guidance in the case of class
guidance to maximize class probability. It is not clear if ex-
isting style feature function f is robust to noisy images. We
propose the two guidance techniques, Guide 1 and Guide 2
mentioned above, to mitigate this uncertainty.

Guide 1. In other works, the perturbing gradient is cal-
culated by comparing a noisy image with a reference like
class label or text, which is trained from noise-free images.
Thus retraining the associated classifier or CLIP model with
noisy images is helpful. In the case of style guidance
though, there is overlap between image noises and certain
style characteristics. To avoid this confusion and additional
training, here we propose an alternative guidance method to
calculate the perturbing gradient by comparing the ”noise-
free” xt0 and reference y instead

xt0 = (xt −
√
1− ᾱtϵθ(xt, t))/

√
ᾱt

µ̂θ(xt, t) = µθ(xt, t)− sΣθ(xt, t)∇xt

∣∣f(xt0)−f(y)∣∣ (10)

Guide 2. As xt0 is only noise-free theoretically because
the noise estimation can not be perfect in one step, we have
found empirically that it is more effective to increase guid-
ance scale when the noise level is lower. As a result s is set
as an adaptive variable here as

s = s0/
√
Σθ(xt, t) (11)

where s0 is a constant denoted as the base scale.

3.3. Style Features

For style features used to guide the reverse-diffusion
process, we adopt the instance normalization (IN) statis-
tics used in AdaIN [19] for its cleanness over the original
Gramm matrix features. For an image x, its style features
f(x) is defined as

f(x) = {λiη(ψi(x)), λiσ(ψi(x)) | i ∈ [1, 4]} (12)

where ψi denotes a layer in VGG-19, η and σ represent
the mean and standard deviation respectively, and λi is the
weight of layer i. We use relu1 1, relu2 1, relu3 1,
relu4 1 layers for style feature calculation and use equal
weights for style loss assessment following the previous
practices. But for style guidance, optimal weights for each
layer are selected empirically for the best guidance effects.
Additionally, while the standard MSE loss is used as style
loss in result assessment, the mean absolute error (MAE)
loss is found to be more effective when used to calculate
the perturbing gradient during style guidance.

3.4. Self Style Guidance

For current text-to-image generation models, as the sam-
ple is randomly generated, it often takes multiple samples
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for one text input to achieve high image quality and text-
image relevance. As a batch generation from one text input
is already required, we propose a self style guidance method
to sample a more diverse styles within the batch, breaking
the limitation of biased style associated with a given type
of object as shown in Fig. 1 earlier. It follows the same
style guidance principle as the supervised one but does not
require a style reference, hence self guidance. Mathemati-
cally, the guidance correction is defined as

µθ(xt, t) + s · Σθ(xt, t)∇xt
νf (x

t
0) (13)

where νf represents the variance in style features f . Here
we denote it as contrastive self guidance since it aims to
increase the style contrasts within the batch without using a
style reference.

Alternatively, for artwork creation, designing a series of
work using the same artistic style is often needed, like for
stamps or posters. For this application, we propose a syn-
onymous self guidance method to generate multiple im-
ages in one shared style from a set of text inputs, again with-
out using a style reference. To increase the style diversity in
this method, a mixed style feature is first proposed for a set
of images x, defined as

fm(x) = {λiη(ψi(xri)), λiσ(ψi(xri)) | i ∈ [1, 4]} (14)

where ri is a random index number to associate features
from layer i with one image xri during each sampling. The
synonymous self guidance is then applied as

µθ(xt, t)− s · Σθ(xt, t)∇xt |f(xt0)− fm(xt0)|. (15)

Note that fm(xt0) is a dynamic style reference which
changes at each denoising step t, enabling the creation of
more diverse styles from iterative sampling of dynamic fea-
tures mixed from multiple images.

4. Experiments
All experiments in this study, unless mentioned other-

wise, are conducted using OpenAI’s GLIDE model 1. While
our method applies to different versions, we evaluate our
method based on the public filtered version with image size
256 × 256. So the results are only comparable to images
generated by this model in fidelity and text-image similar-
ity. Additionally, as there is no reference image set with the
same content and style distribution as our generated sets,
image quality metrics like FID [15] which need a ground-
truth reference are not applicable. On the other hand, the
CLIP score is applicable here. It is defined as correlation
between the CLIP text embedding and image embedding
and can be used to assess text-image similarity under style
guidance. Besides, unlike other models, the GLIDE ver-
sion used here does not use CLIP guidance for generation,

avoiding impact on fairness of the CLIP score metric. The
specific CLIP model used for testing here is ViT-B/32.

To investigate the performance of supervised style guid-
ance with a style reference image, we selected 12 ran-
dom artworks from WikiArt [48] as in AdaIN [20]. For
text inputs, we organized them in 5 different content cat-
egories, including dogs, flowers, wonders of the world,
American landmarks and general places like parks. For
each category, there are 6 specific inputs. For dogs,
they are ”an oil painting of a/an corgi/husky/golden re-
triever/poodle/beagle/chihuahua”. These are chosen to
demonstrate the application of creating a group of artworks
with similar types of contents while using the same artistic
style, just like designing a set of stamps or posters.

4.1. Supervised Style Guidance

As shown in Fig. 2, our proposed style guidance method
is able to generate images for a range of subjects while fol-
lowing an arbitrary style from a reference image at the same
time. For the guided samples in the first four rows, each set
of images are generated using the style reference on the left
and the set of text inputs on the right. Each set are generated
in one sampling process, instead of selection from multiple
sampling processes. For the challenging case in the third
row where the style reference consists of only simple color
strokes without semantic information, our style guidance
method is still effective in creating relevant contents, like
the unique architecture pattern in the center for the exam-
ple of the White House. For the fourth example, additional
results from two-step generation methods, applying NST af-
ter unguided sample, are also included for comparison. Two
style transfer methods, Gatys [13] and AdaIN [20], are ap-
plied to an unguided sample using the same style reference
as the guided sample above them. It shows that our one-
step style guided result have higher consistency with the
style reference while the two-step ones have some resid-
ual color artifacts, like blur background in the first Gatys
image. Quantitative assessments of these three methods are
included in Fig. 3.

4.2. Style Guidance Optimization

To maximize the efficiency of style guidance, multiple
settings in style features and guidance methods are investi-
gated. First the trade-off between the style loss and CLIP
score is studied by varying the base guidance scale s0, us-
ing all 12 style images and 5 categories of text inputs. As
shown in Fig. 3, when the guidance scale decreases, it leads
to a higher style loss naturally, which results in a higher
CLIP score for better text-image similarity. However, when
the guidance scale increases, while the CLIP score decrease
continuously, the style loss decreases first but increases af-
ter reaching the minimum around s0 = 1000. This reverse
trend is similar in nature to the divergence issue caused by
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an oil painting of a/an
rose; orchid; tulip; pe-
ony; lily; daisy flower

the Great Wall; Great
Pyramid of Giza;
Taj Mahal; Machu
Picchu; Colosseum,
Rome;Chichen Itza,
Mexico

the Statue of Liberty;
Golden Gate Bridge;
Mount Rushmore
National Memorial;
White House; Gateway
Arch; Space Needle

corgi; husky; golden re-
triever; poodle; beagle;
chihuahua

Style transfer after
unguided sampling
using Gatys [13]

Style transfer after
unguided sampling
using AdaIN [20]

Figure 2: Visual examples generated from supervised style guidance with diverse styles and various image generation text
inputs (style reference on the left). Results from two-step generations are included for comparison
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Figure 3: Trade-off curve for supervised style guidance with
varying s0 values. Two-step results from style transfer ap-
plied to unguided samples are included for comparison.

large learning rate, as the guidance scale controls the step
size of gradient guidance. The results from two-step meth-
ods, applying style transfer after unguided sampling, are

also included in Fig. 3 for comparison. AdaIN [20] uses
a one step decoding process to apply arbitrary style transfer
so understandably it has a higher style loss than Gatys [13]
which applies an iterative learning process to transform the
image. Our style guidance is also applied iteratively dur-
ing the reverse denoising process, similar to Gatys in this
aspect. As there is not a single image reference of content
image for a given text input, the style guided generation is
able to achieve lower style loss than Gatys as it can adjust
its content accordingly given the style guidance.

Secondly, an ablation study is conducted to compare dif-
ferent settings studied for effective style guidance. For opti-
mal settings, the gradient calculation is conducted between
xt0, in contrast to using xt, and noise-free reference y, MAE
is used for calculation of the style feature distance, adap-
tive guidance scale is used in place of constant scale, and
optimal varying weights are used for different style feature
layers. As shown in Table 1, results of CLIP score and style
loss for the optimal setting are shown in the first row. For
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an oil painting of the
Golden Gate Bridge

Style Image #0: Optimal #1: (xt, y) #2: Fixed Scale #3: Equal Weights #4: MSE

Figure 4: Visual examples of different style guidance settings, demonstrating degradations in either style loss or text-image
similarity in alternative settings in comparison to the optimal #0.

Unguided Sampling:
an oil painting of a happy
corgi; husky; golden retriever;
poodle; beagle; chihuahua

Self Style Guidance:
an oil painting of a happy
corgi; husky; golden retriever;
poodle; beagle; chihuahua

a crayon drawing of a/an ele-
phant; tiger; lion; panda; gi-
raffe; gorilla

an oil painting of a/an apple
tree; Bazaar market; parrot;
sailboat; F1 race car; sushi
plate

Figure 5: Visual examples of synonymous self guidance: create a set of images with one shared style. It produces diverse
styles while maintaining content fidelity for variations in text inputs like happy expression and crayon drawing.

Table 1: Ablation study for style guidance settings. Red
highlights suboptimal settings and resulted degradations.

Setting Guidance Style Adaptive Varying CLIP
a

Style
a

# Pair Distance Scale Weights Score↑ Loss↓

#0
A

(xt
0, y) MAE ✓ ✓ 27.45 0.58

#1
A

(xt, y) MAE ✓ ✓ 24.39 0.59
#2

A
(xt

0, y) MAE ✗ ✓ 27.64 0.82
#3

A
(xt

0, y) MAE ✓ ✗ 27.72 1.57
#4

A
(xt

0, y) MSE ✓ ✓ 25.73 0.48

other settings in the following rows, one aspect of the op-
timal setting is changed. For each set of setting, the base
scale s0 is adjusted accordingly to get best overall perfor-
mance of its own. It is shown in both Table 1 and Fig. 4 that
the optimal set of setting leads to the best overall quality in
style fidelity and text-image similarity. When the perturb-
ing gradient for style guidance is calculated from xt as used
in previous guidance methods, it has a significantly lower

CLIP score, demonstrated by the unrecognizable objects in
Fig. 4 (#1). For constant guidance scale, the CLIP score is
equivalent to the adaptive one but the style loss increases
significantly. Similarly, replacing the customized varying
weights with equal ones leads to even worse performance
in style loss, demonstrated as undesirable blue backgrounds
in Fig. 4 (#3). For the distance metric to compare styles
of xt0 and y, MSE results in slightly lower style loss than
MAE, but it has a worse CLIP score, often leading to con-
tents not matching the text input, like in the Golden Gate
Bridge painting in Fig. 4.

4.3. Self Style Guidance

A comprehensive set of experiments are conducted to
demonstrate the capability of self style guidance. For syn-
onymous self guidance, as shown in Fig 5, it is compared
with unguided sampling in generation a set of images, orga-
nized in rows for each set of samples. The unguided sam-
pling is able to generate realistic images, the style of each
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A beautiful painting of a
quartz crystal in a serene
landscape; Rustic interior
of an alchemy shop; A beau-
tiful painting of a map of
the city of Atlantis; Ancient
Chinese village

Figure 6: Visual examples generated from Disco Diffusion [4] using synonymous self guidance.

Figure 7: Visual examples from contrastive self guidance,
demonstrating larger variations in created styles.

type of object tends to bias towards its natural appearance,
like the black and white husky. In comparison, self guided
samples are similar in text-to-image similarity like render-
ing the happy expressions faithfully and there are vibrant
and diverse styles. It also shows robustness to different ob-
ject types and base styles as defined in text inputs. As shown
in the last example, applying synonymous self guidance to
a mixed set of objects may create brand new styles, like the
same round patterns appearing as apples, clouds or feathers
depending on object type. The examples of contrastive style
guidance are included in Fig. 7, where an additional con-
straint on content is also applied to focus on the increased
variance in style. Lastly, Fig. 6 shows that self style guid-
ance is also applicable to other models like Disco Diffu-
sion [4], generating realistic high resolution (512 × 448,
resized to 256 × 224 due to file size limit) images from a
mixed set of text inputs, sharing the same created style.

Using the same test set as in supervised style guidance,
we have compared self style guided sampling with unguided
ones in terms of text-image similarity and style diversity.
For text-image similarity, the average CLIP scores are close
to each other at 34.56, 34.12 and 33.56 for unguided, con-
trastive self guidance and synonymous self guidance re-
spectively. Beside, for synonymous guidance, the average
style loss within each generated batch is only 0.27, making
it a great tool to generate a set of images with almost identi-
cal styles. For style diversity, as visualized using t-SNE [55]
in Fig. 8, compared to unguided sampling, contrastive self
guidance is able to increase variations in styles but still has
dense distribution in some regions. In comparison, synony-
mous self guidance have a near uniform distribution over a
large range, demonstrating that the proposed mixed style
reference helps the generation model sample from styles
which are not commonly seen in the training dataset.
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Figure 8: Style diversity comparison between unguided
sampling and self style guided 1200 samples each from
”an oil painting of a husky”, plotted in compressed 2-
dimensional space using t-SNE [55].

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we present a simple and effective style
guidance method which helps diffusion-based text-to-image
generation models to generate image of desirable artistic
styles. It is applied to inference only, without the need to
change other aspects of diffusion models. Key innovations
like applying guidance correction to the ”noise-free” xt0 in-
stead of noisy xt and adaptive guidance scale and style fea-
ture weights are proposed to optimize the effectiveness of
style guidance. For supervised style guidance, it is able
to generate images using the style characteristics of a ref-
erence image in one step, achieving lower style loss than
using additional neural style transfer after unguided sam-
pling. For self style guidance without a reference, it not
only generates realistic images with high text-image sim-
ilarity, but also creates more diverse styles than unguided
sampling. For synonymous self guidance, it generates mul-
tiple images sampled from a set of text inputs in one pro-
cess, created with a shared style. For contrastive self guid-
ance, it increases style diversity in samples generated from
the same text input. The proposed method is validated using
a comprehensive set of text inputs, reference styles, guid-
ance options and diffusion models.

The 2015 AdaIN [20] work is used as the main base-
line because more recent works focus on model innovation
which is not applicable to our method without model change
and additional training. For applicable style features, they
mostly adopt the ones used in AdaIN with minor variations.
An interesting direction for future development is applying
more advanced style features like context-aware ones [27].
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